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ABSTRACT
Clothing is a product of a culture. Clothing behavior is one of indicators which is indicating
the human life as a means of nonverbal communication. Ceremonial celebrations and entertainments in a society or social group are important factors in determining the style of clothing.
Celebrations, entertainments and recreations would supply a different time zone and format
from daily life. Therefore, clothing behavior is shaped and varied by the types of time and format.
Birth, marriage and death are the most important periods of human life and, called as transition
periods. As we will examine the clothing in the context of ceremonial celebrations and entertainments, “death” period was not considered. In marriage period, especially women’s clothing behavior is very interesting in all folk cultures. The native families of Kutahya are strictly devoted to
traditional costumes. The traditional women’s clothing has a rich variety among these families.
The flashy clothes which are worn especially in the henna nights, are encoding means of wealth,
nativeness, being an aunt of the groom or bride, virginity etc. as a means of non-verbal communication also. The most recent model of folklore seeks to sustain a living tradition, if endangered,
supporting the conditions necessary for cultural reproduction. Folklorist’s task is not only to record or collect intangible artefacts, but sustain the whole system as a living entity also. If we seek
an urban sustainability, we have to sustain “bearers” and “transmitters” of tradition. We need to
do this for sustainability of cultural life of a region. In Kutahya, there are many bearers, transmitters and designers of clothing culture. They transfer the traditional costumes to the modern
life with their old features. So, the native people wears traditional and modern costumes both.
The historic and traditional women’s clothes which are used in the transition period entertainments in Kutahya and transfering to modern, actualization will constitute the basis of our study.
Key Words
Clothes, birth, wedding ceremony, ICH, LHT.
ÖZ
Giyim, bir kültür ürünüdür. Giyim davranışı, sözsüz iletişim aracı olarak insanın yaşam biçimini belirten göstergelerden biridir. Bir toplumdaki veya sosyal gruptaki giyim kuşam tarzını
belirleyen önemli faktörler arasında törensel kutlamalar ve eğlenceler vardır. Eğlenceler gündelik yaşamdan farklı bir zaman dilimi ve biçim arz eder. Bu nedenle eğlencenin türüne göre de
giyim davranışı şekillenir ve çeşitlenir. İnsan yaşamının en önemli değişiklik gösterdiği dönemler, şüphesiz geçiş dönemi diye adlandırdığımız doğum, evlilik ve ölümdür. Eğlence bağlamında
giyimi inceleyeceğimizden “ölüm” dönemini ele almadık. Tüm halk kültürlerinde evlilik döneminde özellikle bayanların giyim davranışı çok ilgi çekicidir. Kütahya’nın yerlisi diye bilinen
aileler geleneksel kıyafetlere sıkı sıkıya bağlıdır. Kütahya’nın geleneksel kadın kıyafetleri bu
aileler arasında zengin bir çeşitliliğe sahiptir. Özellikle kına gecelerinde giyilen gösterişli elbise*
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ler aynı zamanda sözsüz iletişim aracı olarak zenginlik, yerlilik, damat ya da kız yengesi olma,
bekâret gibi bazı anlamlar da kodlamaktadır. En yeni halkbilimi modeli yaşayan bir geleneğin,
eğer tehlikedeyse, sürekliliği için kültürel üretim için gerekli şartları desteklemeyi istemektedir. Halkbilim araştırmacılarının görevi somut olmayan eserleri sadece derlemek ve kaydetmek
değil, aynı zamanda bütün sistemi yaşayan bir varlık olarak sürdürmektir. Kütahya’da, giyim
kültürünün birçok taşıyıcısı, aktarıcısı ve şekillendiricisi vardır. Onlar geleneksel kıyafetleri
eski özellikleriyle birlikte modern yaşama aktarmaktadırlar. Böylece yerli halk hem geleneksel
kıyafetleri hem de modern olanı giymektedir. Bu nedenle çalışmamızın temelini, Kütahya ilinde
kadınlara ait tarihi/törensel giysi parçalarının geçiş dönemi eğlencelerindeki kullanım şekli, moderne aktarma ve güncelleme oluşturacaktır.
Anahtar Kelimeler
Giysi, doğum, düğün, SOKÜM, YİH.

Transition Periods and Entertainment Culture
Any activity that is organized
by folk basically to satisfy the need
for relaxation and amusement, is
called folk entertainment(Özdemir
2005: 15). Alan Dundes redefined
folk as ‘a group of people whatsoever who share at least one common
factor’. Also according to Dundes ‘a
group formed for whatever reason
will have some traditions it calls its
own’(Dundes 1980: 6-7). Therefore,
the entertainment is a common factor, and makes the folk group come
together. If the Turkish folk entertainments are examined in terms of
this definition, they can be seen as
the collection of practices, and the
junction of traditions.1 In “Who are
the Folk” Dundes proved concisely
that everyone was a member of numerous folk groups, and everybody
participated –passively/actively or
somewhere in/between- in the creation and perpetuation of a group’s
traditions (Dundes 1980: 1-19). In
this context, the clothing behaviors
among native families of Kutahya http://www.millifolklor.com

married and elderly women can not
wear üçetek2 etc.- in the entertainments of transition periods are remarkable.
Culture “consists of the abstract
ideas, values, and perceptions of the
world that inform and are reflected
in people’s behavior; and shared by
members of a society and produces
behavior that is intelligible to other
members of that society” (Haviland
2002: 63). On the other hand, culture, is the name of creations and
adornments that were added on nature (Çobanoğlu 1999: 2). According
to these definitions birth, marriage
and death are the common factors
that make members of a society
come together. People’s perceptions
of these periods are universal, but
there are many differences in beliefs
and practices. The belifes and practices have local features.
Depending on the aforementioned definitions of culture, entertainment and behavior patterns that
occur around it (the entertainment
time, clothing and finery, food and
drink, ritual practices, etc.) should
185
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be examined within the cultural circle as well.
The transition period is the moment that a person is accepted by
his folk group or the cultural environment. During this period, with
the help of various ritual practices,
a person gets out from the biological
sex and enters into the melting pot
of gender. He/she matures, becomes
an individual and integrates with
society, or separates from the folk
group. The individual, gains acceptance after this process is completed.
Besides ritual practices at the
time of acceptance, -except the
death, such as the birth, teething,
circumcision, going and coming to
the pilgrimage or the army, marriage- entertainments are also notable. Nebi Özdemir indicates that
the transition periods –except the
death- in the Turkish socio-cultural
life emerged from entertainments.
He emphasizes that the entertainment expenses were met by the
owner for ensuring the acceptance of
these periods by folk group (Özdemir
2005: 51).
In the context of entertainment,
the weddings attract attention with
their social functions:
“…making people come together, strengthening social relationships between individuals and partnerships, indicating to people how
should act to each other and society,
making people awareness about
their heritages; reviving their traditions, customs, beliefs, values; en186

tertaining and giving happiness…”
(Eker 2000, from Özdemir 2005: 51)
and the most important period is the
marriage and consequently the weddings.
1. Traditional Clothing-Finery Culture of Women in Transition Period Entertainments in
Kutahya3
In marriage period, especially
women’s clothing behavior is very
interesting in all folk cultures.
The native families of Kutahya are
strictly devoted to traditional costumes. They want to keep their cultural heritage alive and save their
customs. The traditional women’s
clothing has a rich variety among
these families. The flashy clothes
which are worn especially in the
henna nights, are encoding means of
wealth, nativeness, being an aunt4
of the bridegroom or bride, virginity etc. and as a means of non-verbal
communication also.
Haviland, explains the reasons,
why a community protects their culture:
Every culture provides a design
for thought and action that helps
people survive and deal with all the
challenges of existence. To endure, a
culture must satisfy the basic needs
of those who live by its rules, and it
must provide an orderly existence
for the members of a society. In doing so, a culture must strike a balance between the self-interests of individuals and the needs of society as
a whole. (Haviland 2002: 63-64) he
http://www.millifolklor.com
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emphasizes the social structure that
holds members of a society together.
According to Yoder, in the folk
culture focus is society, not individuals. This is one of the unwritten folk
laws. Individual is not completely
free to reflect individuality to his
clothing; but his clothing shows it’s
age, sex, social status in the united
communities (Yoder 1972: 308). We
can analyse the wear behavior of ladies -(the bride’s and bridegroom’s
relatives wear differently, having
children and elderly women can not
wear üçetek etc.) according to their
ages, family bonds, status, financial
situations- in the Kutahya’s henna
night, the bringing bride, childbirth/
mübareke (congratulation rituals),
circumcision mevlit in this context.
F. Davis argued that the clothing is a coding system, and the codes
are vague and incomprehensible
than speech and writing. Despite
this, Davis indicates that clothing
combinations with their features in
specific areas carries a continuity
of meaning by people who sees and
wears them. Also meaning attributed
to the clothing as a cultural product
will be cultural in sense. As a result
of social consensus, common understanding helps people to comment
on the clothes. Clothes will create
the same images in our minds that
they create in other people’s minds
before. Therefore, people will decide
about others by outward appearance
at all times (Davis 1997: 14-39). In
the folk entertainments of transition
http://www.millifolklor.com

periods of Kutahya -birth, circumcision, seeing marriage portion, henna
night/wedding ceremony, the paça5
and mübareke- we can attain many
codings and meanings when we examine the clothing behavior within
the sociocultural context such as
structural, functional and communicative dimensions. The bride and
her aunts wear üçetek -three-skirts:
tefebaşı (master of sley), pullu (spangly), bindallı (crimson or purple velvet embroidered with silver thread)-,
çatkılı (framing) and dallı (ramose).
The bridegroom’s aunts wear the
tefebaşı and the pullu with the çintiyan (shalwar), and the eğrimli (eddy
style). The newly married women
and henna-applier virgin girls wear
the dizibağlı (corded-knee). At this
point, determining bride’s and bridegroom’s relatives by looking at the
women’s clothes in the henna night
is so remarkable.
In every region of Anatolia,
there are many different traditional
clothes -especially belonging to women- in the entertainments of transition periods. But many of these traditional clothes have not rich varieties.
Many of them also can be seen only in
the regional folk dance performances
(Özel 1992). On the contrary, variety
of traditional clothing is extremely
rich in Kutahya. At the same time,
the handwork and the costs of these
clothes are valuable and too burdensome. Particularly the quality of fabrics and the good handicraftmanship
increase the costs of clothes.
187
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Depending on the technological
developments and as a result of weak
economic strength of the people who
wants to buy these clothes, also frequently use of sewing machines to
reduce costs and save time is a method commonly used. For example, the
needlework (handiwork) Tefebaşı
üçetek’s cost starts from $1500 to
2000. According to the designer’s
mastery and the quality of materials,
the cost may be $5000-6000. Even
depending on the seller’s request,
the oldest and well-maintained antiques üçetek’s prices may be higher.
The antiquaries are always seeking
for them also. The machine embroidering üçetek’s cost starts from $500.
The flashy traditional clothes are always worn in the wedding ceremony
and henna nights.
Recently if a woman hasn’t got
any traditional clothes, she is able to
fulfill the task of wearing, by renting or borrowing them. This is the
cheapest way for the members of a
folk group to obey and keep the customs alive.
The Significance and Compatibility Among the Traditional
Clothes:
As a shared set of ideas, values, perceptions, and standards of
behavior, culture is the common denominator that makes the actions
of individuals intelligible to other
members of their society. It enables
them to predict how others are most
likely to behave in a given circumtance, and it tells them how to react
188

accordingly (Haviland 2002: 65). The
desirable behaviors in the folk group
can be explained in the context of the
relationship between culture and behavior.
In Kutahya, the bride and bridegroom’s families used to separately
invite each person to the ceremonies -marriage porsion, henna night,
wedding, bringing the bride and seeing the bride- by “okucu/okuyucu”
(inviters). However, this tradition
has been lost today, now by wedding
cards. Whoever will attend whichever ceremony is determined by owner
of wedding and notified in advance
by inviter. These applications provide the order of the wedding process
in sociocultural context.
If the inviter tells somebody
“Please wear your flashy clothes!”,
it means that person is dignified by
owner of wedding. When this guest
wears the flashy clothes, she makes
the owner of wedding feel proud in
the same way. The people who are
not particularly invited by families
are not able to certainly attend the
ceremonies with their flashy clothes
or shalwars. This custom or inhibition is still alive. Otherwise, this
behavior is perceived as disrespectful and chutzpan. Other women
condemn this wearing behavior. If
specially invited people do not wear
shalwar or flashy clothes, this behavior similarly is considered disrespectful to the owners of the wedding. It is better for such a person
not to participate the ceremony.
http://www.millifolklor.com
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Usually kinsmen and relatives come
with flashy clothes and shalwars.
The bridegroom and the bride’s
marriage portions are exhibited in
their new house a week or ten days
before the wedding date. In general, the bride’s friends and relatives come to see the marriage portion. The bride’s family offers meals,
bride and her friends sing, perform
folk dances. The prospective bride
wears shalwar and flashy traditional
clothes in these funs. However, prospective bride may wear the flashy
clothes which are belonging to bridegroom’s marriage portion only if the
bridegroom’s family allows the bride
to wear them in these entertainments. That is because the wedding
has not happened yet.
In the henna night ceremony
of the virgin, the bride wears her
Tefebaşı üçetek while the henna is being applied. The henna applier girls
are chosen from among the bride and
bridegroom’s relatives. They apply
henna by wearing dizibağlı shalwar
suit. The girls are assumed innocent
because of under age puberty.
The bridegroom’s aunts wear
eğrimli while they are going to the
bride’s home to bring her. After they
bring her to bridegroom’s home,
bridegroom enters the bride’s room
by the end of the yatsı prayer (the
time two hours after sunset). But
the bridegroom passes between his
mother’s legs in front of the door by
bending down or crawling. Meanwhile the bridegroom’s mother
wears a velvet or calico shalwar. The
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mother wants to stress her dominant
power. In the paça that is held on
the following day, the bride tears the
cuff of bridegroom’s mother. This behavior is settlement of the previous
day and stresses her presence.

Photo-1 Puerpera Bed

Photo-2 Circumcision Mevlit

The day after the wedding night,
bride’s family gives a dinner. This
ceremony is called “paça”. Bride,
cuts a piece of cloth from mother-inlaw’s cuff. It means “I’ve torn your
cuff, torn your mouth now. I have
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influence in this house!”. The bride
is adorned for the paça as much as
the wedding ceremony. She wears
Tefebaşı, the head of bride is prepared and ornamented. Previously
her face was being painted, but is
not now. After dinner, the bride perfoms the regional folkdances. When
the bride begins to perform the folk
dance for the first time, a pinch of
wheat is put into her palm and barley is put into the other, and she
is wanted to scatter them around,
while she is dancing. It is believed
that the bride brings abundance and
fertility to home by this ritual. Moreover there are barley and wheat motifs also on the heathered and mirrored spangly üçeteks that are worn
by bride and her aunts.
Also we can find the significance
in the design features of items that
are prepared for special occasions as
well as clothing. The snake (S), butterfly, star, and vase (tulip) forms
are used for the decorations of circumcision and childbirth beds. The
embroidered covers are placed to
edges of bed by giving them these
forms. And “scullcap” style is absolutely used on the circumcision bed.
It means “Grow up and become an
important person!” The onions, garlic and black cumin are put in a bag
and are inserted into any corner of
the bed to be protected from evil eye,
magic and evil spirits. In the circumcision ceremony and mevlit, the
child’s mother wears a shalwar (Photo-2) which is appropriate to her age.
The diamond jewelry belong-
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ing to mother or pearl necklace with
gremse in the middle is hanged on
top of the puerpera bed (Photo-1).
After forty days have passed mevlit
ceremony is organized. Also bride
wears all of her shalwars and flashy
traditional clothes one by one and
folk dances are performed in this
ceremony.
The traditional clothes which
are worn in the entertainments of
transition periods of the Kutahya
are called depending on their fabric
and design features:
Dallı and Bindallı: (The Ramose and Bindallı)
Dallı or Bindallı (Photo-3) is one
of the wedding ceremony dresses in
Kutahya. The aunts of bride take
flashy clothes off and they secondly
wear dallı or bindallı. They have
light embroiders. The light blue,
light pink, celestial, purple colors
are preferred on Bindallı. Ramose
(entari ‘loose robe’, shalwar, cepken
‘short coat’, red shirt) is one of the
suits that is worn by bride in the
birth, circumcision, henna night and
seeing marriage portion ceremonies.
The array of gold, pearls, diamonds
are complementary jewelleries. In
the winter, otters (sable) are worn
over these suits. We can also meet
devotion to the traditional clothing
in many folksongs of the Kutahya:
I arrived to Bedesten, I wanted
shalwar
I wanted braid on cuff of shalwar
Bedesten’e de vardım, şalvar isterim,
Şalvarın paçasına sırma isterim
(From a folksong of Kutahya)
http://www.millifolklor.com
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Photo-3 Ramose-Bindallı, Handwork of
Halide Duman,
Tughra Crafts

Photo-5 Eğrimli
(Eddy Style),
Handwork of
Candan Dowry

Photo-4 Dizibağlı
(Corded knee),
Handwork of Candan Dowry

Photo-6 Çatkılı (Framing), Handwork of
Halide Duman, Tughra
Crafts

http://www.millifolklor.com

Dizibağlı: (The Corded-knee)
Shalwar, cepken and red skirt
are worn as a suit (Photo-4). The embroidered on velvet and broadcloth
are prefered. Shalwar is not long and
not put in waist. Silver thread comes
from waist to the knee and opens to
the sides. Because of this, it is called
corded knee. The newly married
women and girls wear it in the henna night and seeing marriage portion ceremonies. The henna-applier
innocent girls wear it in the henna
night while applying henna to the
bride.
Eğrimli: (The Eddy Style)
Shalwar, cepken and red skirt
are worn as a suit (Photo-5). It is
embroided on the purple, black, dark
red and dark blue velvet by the tecnique of coiling up the silver (dival).
The bridegroom’s aunts wear it in
the henna-night, seeing marriage
portion, belting ceremonies. Also
bridegroom’s aunts wear eğrimli
while they are going to the bride’s
home to bring her. (RP-5) It gets its
name from the curved motifs of borders on the cepken. This flashy suit
is much loved.
Çatkılı: (The Framing)
Shalwar, cepken and red skirt
are worn as a suit (Photo-6). On
whole surface of the thick satin,
moire, silk velvet and crown are
filled with cross-editing bough motifs by the tecnique of coiling up the
silver (dival). Because of the crossediting is interlocked to each other,
it is called framing. Çatkılı is one of
the flashy traditional clothes which
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are worn by bride’s aunts and relatives in the henna night and wedding ceremonies.
Bindallı Üçetek: (The Red
Bindallı Üçetek)
The borders are embroidered
to the front, sleeves, and down to
hemline. The motifs of large flowers
and branches are scattered on dress
(Photo-7).
It is rumoured that Devlet
Hatun6 worn the Bindallı when
she married to Şehzade Bayezid
(Uzunçarşılı 1932: 49) in 1381.
Therefore, red üçetek is considered
important. The bride and her aunts
wear it in the henna night and wedding ceremonies.

Photo-7 Bindallı, Handwork of Halide Duman,
Tughra Crafts

Photo-8 Henna
night

Pullu: (The Spangly)
The pink, red, light blue ones
are generally preferred. After the
tefebaşı, the pullu is of secondary
importance. The bride and her aunts
wear the pullu. Especially bride’s
aunts wear it. The canfes (fine taf192

feta/sarsenet) embroidered with
heather motifs is called “süpürgeli
pullu” (heathered spangly, Photo-9
). The mantin (pasty) embroidered
with wheat and honeycombs motifs
is called “aynalı pullu” (mirrored/
paneled spangly, Photo-10). Üçetek
dress, underpants, red skirt and cepken are worn as a suit by the bride
and her aunts. Shalwar (çintiyan,
Photo-11), red skirt and cepken are
worn as a suit by the bridegroom’s
aunts. As we understand from this
grouping aynalı pullu and süpürgeli
pullu have two different suits. Pullu
takes place in a folksong of Kutahya:
I don’t come down the Fort, she says.
I don’t wear the calico, she says.
If you get, get pullu cut,
I don’t come near you, she says.
Hisar’dan inmem diyor
Basmadan giymem diyor,
Kestirirsen, pullu kes,
Yanına gelmem diyor
(From a folksong of Kutahya)

Photo-9
Heathered
Spangly,
Handwork
of Halide
Duman,
Tughra Crafts

Photo-10
Mirrored
Spangly,
Handwork
of Halide
duman, Tuğra
Crafts

Photo-11
Mirrored
Spangly Suit
with Shalwar,
Hülya
Avlupınar,

http://www.millifolklor.com
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Tefebaşı: (Master of Sley)
It is thought that its name
comes from the sley or the fabrics
and embroideries weaved by the
weaving looms in the Galata and
Tepebaşı (Koç 2006: 73). Previously
it would be soft wool fabric (lahuraki
or şalaki) embroidered by handwork
and embroidery frame with silver
thread by covering gold. The canfes and voile embroidered with silk,
yellow, white curved, cutting flat
strings are enriched by sequins and
milings nowadays (Photo-12).

aunts. These suits help people to
distinguish the bride’s and bridegroom’s relatives in ceremonies.
Particularly the Tefebaşı is indicator of richness or wealth of families. The women who don’t have good
circumstances, borrow and wear it
also.
The red conical fes which is ornamented with in various patterns
of diamonds such as birds, dragons
and flowers significantly complements the Tefebaşı. The valuable ornaments such as the bridal veil embroidered with strings and sequins,
combination of the caulked golden
coins (kayar altın), pearl necklace,
silver belt, golden bracelets and
rings are indispensable (Photo-13).

Photo-13
Bride’s headdress and
face painting,
(Özker 1997)

Photo-12 Tefebaşı

Everyone is agreed that Tefebaşı
is the flashiest and most valuable
wedding ceremony dress in Kutahya.
Although it is a bride’s dress, bride’s
aunts wear üçetek. The bridegroom’s
aunts wear suit with shalwar as
well. Üçetek dress, underpants, red
skirt and cepken are worn as a suit
by the bride and her aunts. Shalwar
(çintiyan), red skirt and cepken are
worn as a suit by the bridegroom’s

http://www.millifolklor.com

Photo-14 Kutahya needle lace and handpainted cheesecloth
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The bride’s aunts wear the set
so-called kayar altın to reveal themselves. The women, who don’t have
circumstances, borrow and wear it
again. These behaviors establish the
trust among the folk group.
In addition, all the traditional clothes are complemented by
cheesecloth (headscarf) emroidered
with needle lace (Photo-14). In particular, needle laces that used with
üçeteks are flashy as embroidery or
equivalent with them. For instance,
“Tefebaşı needle lace” is worn with
Tefebaşı üçetek.
The married women fasten the
hand-painted cheesecloth lightly behind of their own ears in all the ceremonies, but the unmarried women
wear cheesecloth by covering their
ears (Photo-15). We can determine
whether a woman is married by
looking at her cheesecloth.

cummerbund means that it helps
them to acheive a solid marriage.
Father means that “I wish you have
a merry and solid marriage.” Moreover, embroidering the bride and
bridegroom’s name on cummerbund
has become customary nowadays
(Photo-16).
It is remarkable that the rituals
of tying cummerbund within the Kutahya (and all regions of Anatolia)
are similar to the proto-Turc Zhou7
people’s rituals.

Photo-16 Bride Cummerbund, Hülya
Avlupınar Collection, 2009

Photo-15 Unmarried and married

All the women who dress üçetek,
wear a silver belt or in recent years
a silverized metal belt (Photo-17).
Belt, cummerbund and mirrored belt
are still used. The tying red cummerbund on white wedding dress
by bride’s father is kept alive as a
ritual also. The ritual of tying red
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Photo-17 Tefebaşı üçetek, Mevhibe İnönü1930s 2nd President of Turkey İsmet İnönü’s
wife
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The bride and bridegroom’s
mother and their relatives prefer
mild shalwar suits which are tailored from velvet, lace and other fancy fabrics in all of the mentioned ceremonies. They lovingly wear these
shalwars. These shalwar suits have
not distinctive features. Their costs
are cheaper than the other flashy
traditional clothes.
1.2 The Clothes Transferred
from Traditional to Modern and
Candidates of LHT
It should be emphasized that
satisfying the needs of individuals
mutually and struggle for existence
of cultures by changing as we explain reflection of the traditional
clothes to the renewed/converted
clothing pieces or modern. According to Ekici “sociality”, “continuity”
and “diversity” concepts create the
“traditionality” (Ekici 2003: 75). In
the Kutahya, clothing-finery culture
of women coveres these three cases.
Accordingly these clothes have the
feature of “traditionality”. Although
“tradition” has the different meanings, it is a bearer of a folk culture to
new generations. “Tradition” maintains its existence by the “change”8.
In the context of preventing corruption, degeneration and destruction,
Ekici defines “intervention in order
to avoid the extinction” as “actualization” (Ekici 2008: 36). At the same
time, actualization for maintaining
the existence of tradition could provide it popularity. So that “tradition”
is able to acquire an important place
in the “consumer culture”.
Culture is able to maintain its
own existence, viability and sus-
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tainability by adapting to new circumtances or altered perceptions
of existing circumtances (Haviland
2002: 64). Every culture changes
due to various reasons. Generally
this struggle ends up with adapting
to new circumtances. It is importing
that ensuring the viability of cultural heritage. We learn from the studies of UNESCO also, culture and
heritage is classed as tangible and
intangible. According to the content
of our issue I gave approachs related
to intangible cultural heritages.
According to UNESCO, an effective way to safeguard ICH sustainably is to ensure that the bearers
of that heritage continue to transmit their knowledge and skills to
younger generations. This should be
sustain for coming true and proceeding of the process that it is defined
as “enculturation” by W. Haviland
(2010: 148).
In the context of Living Human
Treasures (LHT), Sıtkı Olçar (2008)
and Mehmet Gürsoy (2009) are idendified as the examplary bearers of
cramics from Kutahya by the Turkish national system. In Kutahya,
the endeavors of design intensive
embroiderers should be considered
in this context. There are many
bearers, transmitters and designers of clothing culture as a part of
intangible cultural heritage (Article
2.2.e Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage). The embroiderers transfer the
traditional costumes to the modern
life with their old features. Thus,
in the special times the native peo-
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ple wears traditional costumes and
modern both.
Another factor “individual creativity” should be emphasized in the
“traditional” concept (Ekici 2003: 7576). Individual creativity provides
the “change” and “evolution” and it
is also directly related to “enculturation”. The three living embroiderers
of the Kutahya that embroider, produce and transform all the clothes
come to the fore. They continuously
use their knowledge and skills for
transmitting, developing and keeping cultural heritages alive.
Halide Duman is the owner
of the Tuğra Craft and a master of
embroidery. She has been needling,
embroidering, marketing and renting the traditional clothes for fifteen
years. However, she embroiders the
traditional motifs on various pieces
and acheives to keep them alive and
transfer to next generations. Table
or coffee table cloth, lavander, telephone, handkerchief, shoes pouch
etc. More importantly, she gives form
to the traditional clothes to be worn
in everyday life and a special nights
by modernizing them (Photo-18).
Her embroideries are admiringly exhibited in exhibitions, fashion shows
and expositions. She employs second
master and headworkers.
Emine Kocaağa and Emine Esmek are owners of the Candan Çeyiz
(The Sincere Dowry). They give all
their intensity to the traditional
clothes. The native people of Kutahya wear their costumes which are
meticulously embroidered. They meticulously embroider each product
196

to prevent the deformation of traditional motifs and to keep them alive.
They employ second master and
headworkers.

Photo-18 Transformation from Traditional to
Modern, 2009 Halide Duman, Tughra Crafts
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Photo-19 Beauty Contest, 2006, Cemile Gül
Art Center.

Photo-20 Ottoman
Clothes, 2010, Cemile
Gül Art Center

Photo-21
Modernized and
Dressy, 2010,
Cemile Gül Art
Center

Cemile Gül is owner of the Cemile Gul Art Gallery in Kutahya and
Bursa. She is an embroidery teacher
at the Public Education Center in
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Kutahya. Her embroideries are admiringly exhibited all of the exhibitions, fashion shows and expositions,
and was awarded 1st, 2nd, 3rd prizes in competitions of embroidery between the years 1997–2007. She has
been a member of the jury during
the last three years. The traditional
clothes and other products which
are meticulously embroidered by Cemile Gül appear in the entire dowry
in Kutahya. She also gives modernized forms to the traditional clothes
(Photo-19, 20, 21). She designs dress
in the form of traditional clothes to
the famous people and the wifes of
government staffs. She employs assistant masters.
Many dangers that threaten the
society and culture on the way goes
down from tradition to modern are
pointed out. The most recent model
of folklore seeks to sustain a living
tradition, if endangered, supporting
the conditions necessary for cultural
reproduction. Folklorist’s task is not
only to determine and collect intangible artefacts, but sustain the whole
system as a living entity and presentation as a third dimension also
(Ekici 2003: 76-77, KirshenblattGimblett 2004). Haviland defines the
modernization as a race centralist
concept that leads to the disappearance of traditions and values (Haviland 2002: 470). However we can
say that modernization and change/
transformation helps to maintain,
become prevalent, announce, and
point out, awareness raising the
traditional things at the same time.
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This can be seen within clothing culture of Kutahya. In beauty contests,
lotteries, fashion shows, concerts,
welcoming ceremonies the wearing
of traditional clothes by presenter
and her assistants gives proud to
the native people of Kutahya. These
wearing behaviors that are supported by modern life raise awareness of
folk group and absolutely give support to the viability of cultural heritages.
Conclusion
The wearing of traditional
clothes is living in the entertainments of Kutahya with their rich
variety. The flashy clothes which are
worn especially in the henna nights,
are encoding means of wealth, nativeness, being an aunt of the groom
or bride, virginity etc. as a means of
non-verbal communication.
The traditonal clothing-finery
culture of Kutahya has the capacity
to change in order to adapt to new
circumtances or to altered perceptions of existing circumtances.
This cultural heritage has been
safeguarded, transmittered for years
by the handicrafts masters of Kutahya, and the studies towards to the
wearing behaviors that is convenient
to the modern life have been sustained for ten years. The embroiderers achive the “actualization”.
If we want an urban sustainability, we have to sustain “bearers” and “transmitters” of tradition.
We need to do this for sustainability of cultural life of a region. The
clothing-finery culture of Kutahya
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and candidates of bearers (LHT) of
cultural heritages have importance
in context of ICH9. In this regard it
is time to establish the Living Museum of Traditional Women Clothes
immediately in Kutahya, encourage
the wearing of traditional clothes
among young girls, identify and encourage the candidates in the way of
to be a beaer (LHT). (approximately
a hundred embroiderers in Kutahya) organize project, competition,
symposium, workshop etc. under the
lead of UNESCO and NGO focused
on living traditional wearing-finery
culture and outputs of Kutahya,
Turkey.
NOTES
1 About Turkish entertainment culture, see
Özdemir 2005.
2
A kind of dress has got long three skirts
with slits, worn over shalwar by women.
3
About clothing-finery culture in Kutahya see Koc 2006, Koc 2009, Özker 1997,
Sevim 2000, Tansug 1998. Kutahya is a
large and historical city in Turkey’s Aegean Region. The city is also famous with
their thermal springs and ceramics.
4
Woman who helps and attends a bride,
tante.
5
The lowest part of the trouser and shalwar leg.
6 In the Principalities period, Devlet Hatun
was the girl of Suleyman Şah the governer of the Germiyan (Kütahya).
7 See Esin 2001: 19.
8 Metin Ekici connects maintaining the existence of “tradition” to the “change” as it
may seem contrary concepts in his study
that he evaluated “tradition”, “change”,
“evolution”, “degeneration” and “actualization”. (Ekici 2008: 36)
9
See Oğuz 2009, about intangible cultural
heritages studies that are carried out by
UNESCO in Turkey.
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